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Introduction
By a basic observation of M. Auslander in [1] two finitely generated modules M,N
over a finite dimensional associative k-algebra A are isomorphic if and only if the equality
[X,M] := dim HomA(X,M) = [X,N ]
holds for all finite dimensional modules X. Therefore, one can define a partial order hom
on the set of isomorphism classes of modules with the same dimension vector (i.e., the
same Jordan–Hölder-multiplicities) by writing M hom N if and only if the inequality
[X,M]  [X,N ] holds for all modules X of finite dimension. Ch. Riedtmann has shown
in [5] that this partial order is always weaker than the degeneration order. Fortunately,
there are some interesting and non-trivial classes of algebras where the two partial orders
coincide, e.g., representation-finite algebras [6] and tame hereditary algebras [3]. Then
one has a very good explicit description of the degeneration-order in all cases where the
dimensions of the homomorphism spaces are easy to calculate.
However, in some situations (e.g., for self-injective algebras) the dimensions of the sta-
ble homomorphism spaces are easier to calculate than those of the homomorphism spaces.
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modules with the same dimension vector and to compare it with the other relations. Here
we define M stab N if and only if [X,M]  [X,N ] holds for all X, where [X,M] de-
notes the dimension of the quotient of HomA(X,M) by the subspace of homomorphisms
factoring through a projective module.
The study of this new relation has been initiated in [4]. There it is shown that hom
is always stronger than the relation stab, which in general is not a partial order (so that
the chosen notation is somewhat misleading). Furthermore, it is proven that both relations
coincide for modules over hereditary algebras or over k[T ]/(T 2), and some evidence is
collected that these two cases are essentially the only ones where the relations are the
same.
This is indeed true as our main result asserts.
Theorem 1. Let A be a connected associative algebra of finite dimension over an alge-
braically closed field k. Then the relations hom and stab coincide if and only if A is
hereditary or Morita equivalent to k[T ]/(T 2).
The proof is a mixture of categorical arguments based on Auslander–Reiten theory
and some elementary combinatorial observations. We will assume throughout the article
that A is basic; i.e., that A, considered as a left A-module, is a direct sum of pairwise
non-isomorphic indecomposables. This is no restriction as both relations are preserved by
Morita equivalence.
We end this section by introducing some notations and conventions. To abbreviate
we call an algebra A special if it is connected—i.e., not the product of two proper
subalgebras—and if the two relations coincide. We look only at left modules of finite
dimension. Any such module M has a uniquely determined injective hull E(M), and
we denote as usual by Σ(M) the cosyzygy of M ; i.e., the cokernel of a fixed essential
monomorphism i from M to E(M). Note that i induces an isomorphism between the so-
cles of M and E(M) so that the Loewy length of Σ(M) is strictly smaller than the Loewy
length of E(M). The Loewy length of a module is the number of non-zero terms in the
radical filtration or equivalently in the socle filtration.
1. Some categorical arguments
We use the standard notation for Auslander–Reiten theory as in the book [2].
Lemma 1. For two modules M,N with the same dimension vector we have for any inde-
composable module X the equality
[TrDX,N ] − [TrDX,M] = [N,X] − [M,X] + [N,Σ(X)]− [M,Σ(X)].
Proof. The statement is clear if X is injective, because then we have TrDX = 0,
Σ(X) = 0, and [N,I ] = [M,I ] holds for all injective modules I since the dimension
vectors of M and N coincide.
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0 → X → E(X) → Σ(X) → 0.
Applying the functors Hom(N, ?) and Hom(M, ?) we obtain the two exact sequences
0 → Hom(N,X) → Hom(N,E(X))→ Hom(N,Σ(X))→ Ext(N,X) → 0
and
0 → Hom(M,X) → Hom(M,E(X))→ Hom(M,Σ(X))→ Ext(M,X) → 0.
Using the fundamental Auslander–Reiten formula [2]
Ext(Y,Z)  DHom(TrDZ,Y )
we find the desired equality by a simple computation. 
Now another nice result of Auslander–Reiten says that for modules with the same di-
mension vector M hom N is also equivalent to [M,X] [N,X] for all modules X. Thus
it follows (compare [4]) from the lemma that hom always implies stab.
Furthermore, the equivalence of the two relations for hereditary algebras or for
k[T ]/(T 2) is clear as well. Indeed, in the first case all Σ(X) are injective, and in the
second case the only non-projective indecomposable is the simple module S, which satis-
fies S = Σ(S).
To prove the non-trivial direction of our theorem we will need the following argument,
which is a distillation of [4].
Lemma 2. Let A be an algebra having an indecomposable U with the following two prop-
erties:
1. Σ(U) contains an indecomposable direct summand V that is neither isomorphic to U
nor injective.
2. Up to isomorphism, there are only finitely many indecomposables W1,W2, . . . ,Wn
such that U occurs as a direct summand of Σ(Wi).
Then A is not special.
Proof. Our assumptions imply in particular that none of the modules U,W1, . . . ,Wn is in-
jective. If V is not isomorphic to any Wi , then set W0 = V . Let r be the highest multiplicity
of U occurring as a direct summand in some Σ(Wi). Look at all the almost split sequences
0 → Wi → Xi → TrDWi → 0
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0 → U → X → TrDU → 0.
Define
N =
( ⊕
U Wi
(TrDWi ⊕ Wi)
)r+1
⊕ X,
M =
( ⊕
U Wi
(Xi)
)r+1
⊕ (U ⊕ TrDU).
Then N and M have the same dimension vector and one verifies as usual using the defining
property of almost split sequences that for an indecomposable Y the difference [N,Y ] −
[M,Y ] has the value −1 for Y = U—thus we have M hom N—the value r + 1 for Y =
Wi  U and the value 0 elsewhere. The equality in Lemma 1 implies that M stab N
holds. 
As an immediate corollary we can give a short proof of a result in [4] saying that our
theorem is true for self-injective algebras. Indeed, if A is neither isomorphic to k nor to
k[T ]/(T 2) there is a simple S with Σ(S)  S. Then we can take U = S in the preceding
lemma. The first condition is satisfied with V = Σ(U), the second with n = 1 and W1 =
Σ−1(U).
As an exercise, the reader can use Lemma 2 to prove the theorem for algebras of finite
representation type, where the second condition holds automatically. Later on we will use
the lemma only in the special case where U never occurs in a cosyzygy.
2. Two elementary observations
Now we fix a numbering S1, S2, . . . , Sr of the isomorphism classes of the simple mod-
ules and we denote by Pi the projective cover of Si . Up to Morita equivalence, we can
assume that A is given by a quiver with relations. Even though we could avoid working
explicitly with quivers, this point of view often helps to understand and clarify the situation.
Lemma 3. Let A be a special algebra. Then the dimension vectors dimPi of the indecom-
posable projectives are linearly independent in the Grothendieck group of A.
Proof. If not, take a non-trivial relation among the dimension vectors. This leads to an
equation
∑
mp dimPp =
∑
mq dimPqp q
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right. Thus we get for trivial reasons
⊕
q
P
mq
q stab
⊕
p
P
mp
p
and vice versa, whence
⊕
q
P
mq
q = hom
⊕
p
P
mp
p
as A is special, and finally
⊕
q
P
mq
q 
⊕
p
P
mp
p ,
contradicting the theorem of Krull–Remak–Schmidt. 
Now let us fix an indecomposable projective Pi . We write radPi/ rad2 Pi as a direct sum⊕
j S
lj
j of simples. Thus in the quiver there are lj arrows from i to j . We have obvious
epimorphisms
α :
⊕
j =i
P
lj
j →
⊕
j =i
S
lj
j and β : radPi →
⊕
j =i
S
lj
j .
By the defining property of projective modules, we get a factorization α = β · γ . Here the
image X of γ is, in the interpretation as a representation of the quiver, just the submodule
of Pi generated by all arrows starting in i that are not loops.
Lemma 4. Let A be special. Then the module X just defined is projective. In particular,
the projective dimension of Si is at most one if Ext(Si, Si) = 0.
Proof. By the last lemma we have
k dim(Pi/X) =
∑
l
nl dimPl
for some natural number k and appropriate integers nl . From this we get
k dim(Pi/X) +
∑
p
mp dimPp =
∑
q
mq dimPq,
where now all integers ml are non-negative and the index sets on the left and on the right
are disjoint. Since A is special we have
⊕
P
mq
q hom (Pi/X)k ⊕
(⊕
P
mp
p
)
.q p
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mq ′ =
[⊕
q
P
mq
q , Sq ′
]

[
(Pi/X)
k ⊕
(⊕
p
P
mp
p
)
, Sq ′
]
.
This implies
⊕
q P
mq
q = Pmii and mi  k.
Now for any j = i occurring in the decomposition of radPi/ rad2 Pi let Ej be the
indecomposable of Loewy length 2 having simple socle Sj and top S
lj
i . Then we have[Pi/X,Ej ] = 0. Otherwise, there is a non-zero homomorphism f :Pi → Ej containing
X in its kernel. The image has Si and Sj as composition factors. So the length of the im-
age is 2 at least and f induces a non-zero homomorphism radPi → radEj = Sj factoring
through radPi/ rad2 Pi . This contradicts X ⊆ kerf .
We compute
milj =
[
P
mi
i ,Ej
]
 k[Pi/X,Ej ] +
∑
p
mp[Pp,Ej ].
This implies milj mj for any j and we obtain an epimorphism
⊕
P
mj
j → Xmi .
The obvious equality dimPi = dimX + dim(Pi/X) shows that this epimorphism is an
isomorphism. 
Corollary 1. If A is special, any oriented cycle in its quiver is a product of loops.
Proof. An arrow from i to j = i cannot belong to an oriented cycle as dimPj is strictly
smaller than dimPi by the previous lemma. 
3. The proof of the theorem
Lemma 5. Let A be a special algebra having a point i in its quiver admitting a loop. Then
there is an arrow from i to another point or A is isomorphic to k[T ]/(T 2).
Proof. Suppose that no arrow to another point starts at i and A is not isomorphic to
k[T ]/(T 2). We will find a contradiction.
First we look at the case where no arrows end at i except loops. Then i is the only point
in the quiver, and the indecomposable projective P has the same dimension vector as the
indecomposable injective I . From P stab I we get P hom I . Thus P has simple socle
and I is its injective hull. Therefore A is self-injective and we are done by the final remark
in Section 1.
Next, suppose there is an arrow from j = i to i. Then Pi is not injective, whence it does
not occur as a direct summand of any Σ(W) because otherwise the epimorphism from
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U = Pi and obtain a contradiction.
We are left with the case that Σ(Pi) is injective. We will show that the simple module
U = Si satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2, which is impossible again.
First note that E(Si) is the only indecomposable injective containing Si as a compo-
sition factor since any arrow starting in i is a loop. So clearly Σ(Si) is not injective.
Moreover, as the socle of Pi consists of copies of Si only, E(Pi) is a direct sum of copies
of E(Si). But the Loewy length of Σ(Pi) is smaller than the one of E(Si). So E(Si) cannot
be a direct summand—and Si cannot be a composition factor—of the injective Σ(Pi). In
particular, as the multiplicity of Si as a composition factor is the same in Pi and in E(Si),
the socle of Pi is Si , and E(Si) is isomorphic to E(Pi).
Assume Si occurs as a direct summand of Σ(W) for some W . Then there is
an epimorphism to Si from some indecomposable injective, in fact necessarily from
E(Si)  E(Pi). As [Σ(Pi), Si] = 0, the inclusion  :Pi → E(Pi) induces an injec-
tion ∗ : Hom(E(Pi), Si) → Hom(Pi, Si). But  factors through the monomorphism
δ :Pi → Pj constructed in Lemma 4 because E(Pi) is injective, and we see that
Hom(E(Pi), Si) = 0. 
Finally, we prove the remaining part of our theorem. So let A be a special algebra that
is neither hereditary nor isomorphic to k[T ]/(T 2).
By Lemmata 4 and 5 there is a point i with a loop and an arrow α from i to another point.
Choose a path p of maximal length in the quiver starting with this arrow and containing
no loop; such a path exists as Q is finite and α does not belong to any oriented cycle by
Corollary 1. By Lemma 5, no arrow starts in the final point l of this path. Furthermore,
Lemma 4 implies that p does not belong to the ideal of the path algebra defining A. This
means that Si is a composition factor of I = E(Sl). Choose r so that Si no longer occurs
in I/Socr I , but still does in I/Socr−1I .
Then U = Socr−1I is indecomposable with socle Sl . As l is a sink, Sl never occurs as
a composition factor in any Σ(W), so U cannot be a direct summand of such a module.
By construction Σ(U) contains the composition factor Si only in its socle. If Σ(U) were
injective, then E(Si) would be a direct summand and the simple Si could not occur in the
socle only, because there is a loop at i. Lemma 2 shows that A is not special.
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